Abstract-Soft faults like silent data corruption and hard faults like hardware failures may cause a high-performance computing (HPC) job of thousands of processes to nearly cease to make progress due to recovery overheads. Redundant computing has been proposed as a solution at extreme scale by allocating two or more processes to perform the same task. However, current redundant computing approaches do not repair failed replicas. Thus, SDC-free execution is not guaranteed after a replica failure and the job may finish with incorrect results. Replicas are logically equivalent, yet may have divergent runtime states during job execution, which complicates on-the-fly repairs for forward recovery. In this work, we present a redundant execution environment that quickly repairs hard failures via Divergent Node cloning (DINO) at the MPI task level. DINO contributes a novel task cloning service integrated into the MPI runtime system that solves the problem of consolidating divergent states among replicas on-the-fly. Experimental results indicate that DINO can recover from failures nearly instantaneously, thus retaining the redundancy level throughout job execution. The cloning overhead, depending on the process image size and its transfer rate, ranges from 5.60 to 90.48 seconds. To the best of our knowledge, the design and implementation for repairing failed replicas in redundant MPI computing is unprecedented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Reliability has been highlighted as a key challenge for next generation supercomputers [1] , [3] , [5] . Node failures are commonly due to hardware or software faults. Hardware faults may result from aging, loss of power, and operation beyond temperature thresholds. Software faults can be due to bugs (some of which may only materialize at scale), complex software component interactions and race conditions that surface only for rare parallel execution interleavings of tasks [4] .
One resilience method is redundant computing [2] , [8] , [7] , [9] . It aims at improving reliability and availability of systems by allocating two or more components to perform the same work. A recent study [13] showed that redundancy could be a very viable and even cost-effective approach for HPC on the cloud. Their approach to combine checkpointing and redundancy on Amazon EC2 using a variable-cost spot market provides up to 7 times cheaper execution compared to the on demand default market. Redundancy provides tolerance not only against hard faults but also soft faults, such as silent data corruptions (SDCs), which do not stop application execution as they are undetectable. SDCs may manifest at application completion by producing wrong results or, prior to that, wrong interim results. A study at CERN raised concerns over the significance of SDC in memory, disk and RAID [14] . Their results indicate that SDC rates are orders of magnitude larger than manufacture specifications. Schroeder et al.'s study [16] of the DRAM errors on a large scale over the course of 2.5 years concludes that more than 8% of DIMMs are affected by errors per year. SDCs can be detected by Dual Modular Redundancy (DMR) and can be corrected with voting under Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) [9] .
Current approaches for redundant computing do not provide a sustained redundancy level during job execution when processes are hit by failures. When a replica fails, either the application deadlocks (RedMPI [9] ) or other replicas ensure that the application can progress in execution [2] . The latter requires at least one healthy replica, i.e., should all replicas of an MPI task fail, then the entire job fails. Note that after a replica failure, even if the job can continue its execution, the SDC detection module cannot guarantee application correctness (e.g., an undetected SDC might occur). Checkpoint/Restart (CR) is another popular method for tolerating hard errors but cannot handle soft errors. CR takes snapshots of all processes and saves them to storage. Should a hard error occur, all processes re-load the last snapshot into memory and the application continues. Elliott et al. [6] show that CR will eventually take longer than redundancy due to recomputation, restart and I/O cost. At scale, this makes capacity computing (maximizing the throughput of smaller jobs) more efficient than capability computing (using all nodes of an exascale machine). E.g., at 80,000 CPU sockets, dual redundancy will finish twice the number of jobs that can be handled without redundancy. This includes a redundancy overhead of 0-30% longer time (due to additional messages) with hashing protocols [9] , which has no impact on bandwidth for Dragonfly networks since original and replica sphere exchange full messages independently. As hash messages are small, they add latency but do not impact bandwidth. Since twice the jobs finished under dual redundancy, this amounts to the same energy.
This work targets tightly-coupled parallel applications/jobs executing on HPC platforms using MPI-style message passing [10] . We use the term rank to refer to an MPI task/process. In MPI-style programming, each MPI process is associated with a unique integer value identifying the rank. Suppose there is a job with n ranks that requires t hours to complete without any failures. This is called plain execution time. We consider systems with r levels of redundancy (at the rank level). Our system then consists of r × n ranks, where n logical MPI tasks are seen by the user while redundant replicas remain transparent. There is no difference between replicas of the same task in terms of functionality as they perform the same operations. We also assume the availability of a small pool of spare nodes. Spare nodes are in a powered state but initially do not execute any jobs. We assume that a fault detector is provided by the system. We focus on the recovery phase and consider works in failure detection [18] , [12] orthogonal to our work.
We introduce node cloning as a means to sustain a given redundancy level. (We use the terms node / MPI task cloning synonymously.) The core idea is to recover from hard errors with the assistance of a healthy replica. A healthy replica is cloned onto a spare node to take over the role of the failed process in "mid-flight". To address shortcomings in current redundant systems, we provide the following contributions:
• We devise a generic high performance node cloning service under divergent node execution (DINO) for recovery. DINO clones a process onto a spare node in a live fashion. We integrate DINO into the MPI runtime under redundancy as a reactive method that is triggered by the MPI runtime to forward recover from hard errors, e.g., node crash or hardware failure.
• We propose a novel Quiesce algorithm to overcome divergence in execution without excessive message logging. Execution of replicas is not in a lock-step fashion, i.e., can diverge. Our approach establishes consistency through a novel, multicast variant of the traditional bookmark protocol [15] and resolves inconsistencies through exploiting the symmetry property of redundant computing.
• We evaluate DINO's performance for MPI benchmarks. The time to regain dual redundancy after a hard error varies from 5.60 seconds to 90.48 seconds depending on process image size and cross-node transfer bandwidth, which is short enough to make our approach practical.
II. DESIGN OF DINO
DINO has a generic process cloning service at its core. Node cloning creates a copy of a given running process on a spare node. The cloning mechanism itself is MPI agnostic and is applied to processes encapsulating MPI tasks in this work. DINO considers the effect of cloning on the MPI runtime system, as detailed later. Fig. 1 shows how the system retains dual redundancy in case of a failure. A and A are logically equivalent and both perform the same computation. They run on nodes 0 and 1, respectively. Ranks B and B on nodes 2 and 3 are also replicas. If node 2 (B) fails, its replica (B ) on node 3 (source node) is cloned onto node 4 (a spare node) on-the-fly. The newly created rank B takes over the role of failed rank B and the application recovers from the loss of redundancy. At the end of node cloning, B and B are in the same state from the viewpoint of the application, but not necessarily from another rank's point of view due to stale B references. The quiesce algorithm resolves such inconsistencies.
The process B is created on node 4 as follows. While B performs its normal execution, its memory is "live copied" page by page to B . This happens in an iterative manner (see Section IV). When we reach a state where few changes in dirty pages remain to be sent, the communication channels are drained. This is necessary to keep the system of all communication processes in a consistent state. After this, rank B's execution is briefly paused so that the last dirty pages, linkage information, and credentials are sent to node 4. Rank B receives and restores this information and then is ready to take over the role of failed rank B. Then, communication channels are resumed and execution continues normally. Between The short time interval between error detection and the end of DINO recovery is a "vulnerability window" where undetected SDCs may occur. The vulnerability window depends on the process image size and is evaluated in Section V.
III. QUIESCE ALGORITHM
The purpose of the Quiesce algorithm is to resolve the communication inconsistencies inside DINO at the library level and provide transparent and consistent recovery to the application layer. The inconsistencies are rooted in the state divergence of replicas. Blocking operations impose limited divergence. But non-blocking operations can easily create scenarios where the state of replicas differs largely as there is no enforced state synchronization among replicas.
Let us assume that rank B has failed and rank B is cloned to create B , which takes over the work of B. Ranks B and B are in the same state, but any other ranks may still assume B to have the state of B.
First, the outgoing channels of B and of any other ranks that have initiated a send to B are cleared. We use a modified version of bookmark exchange protocol [15] to identify inflight messages and drain them. After this step, we can be sure that any ongoing communication with rank B is completed.
The next two steps (steps 2 and 3) are to identify the state of communication with regards to rank B , and to guarantee the correctness of DINO recovery. We exploit the symmetry property of redundant computing stating that every rank receives the same number of messages from members of a replica set (e.g., B and B ). The same rule applies to the number of messages sent to a given replica set. This property is the basis for resolving the inconsistencies in stages 2 and 3. Every rank keeps a vector of the number of messages sent to other ranks (Sent[]) and received from other ranks (Received[]) along with the message signatures.
In step 2, every rank X (other than B ) resolves its possible communication inconsistency due to sends to B. Three cases are distinguished (see Fig. 2 , then sends from X to B are in transit/will be issued (Fig. 2 part 3.2) . Since B has been removed and B is ahead (has already seen these messages), they are silently suppressed (skipped). (3) If B was ahead of B (Sent[B] > Sent[B ]), then there exist messages in transit/to be sent from X to B (Fig. 2 part 3.3) . Since B is in the same state as B , these messages need to be sent to B as well.
In step 3, the same procedure is performed on the receive counters (see Fig. 2 , right side). The 3 cases are symmetric to the send cases: (1) (Fig. 2 part 4.2) . Since B does not exist anymore and B will not send them (as it is ahead), these receives silently complete (skipped). X will be provided with the corresponding messages from B (without comparing them with the one from B that was never received). (Fig. 2 part 4.3) . Since B and B are in the same state, both will send those messages, even though X has already received a copy from B. Thus, messages from B are silently absorbed (up to the equalization point).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION 1. Pre-copy. This phase transfers a snapshot of the memory pages in the process address space communicated to the spare node while normal execution of the process continues on the source node (see Fig. 3 ). We use TCP sockets to create a communication channel between source and spare nodes. The pre-copy approach borrows concepts from [17] (under Linux 2.4), but adapted to Linux to 2.6. Vital meta data, including the number of threads, is transferred. 1 The spare node receives the memory map from the pre-copy thread. All non-zero pages are transferred and respective page dirty bits are cleared in the first iteration. In subsequent iterations, only dirty pages are transferred after consulting the dirty bit. We apply a patch to the Linux kernel to shadow the dirty bit inside page table entry (PTE) and keep track of the transferred memory pages. The pre-copy phase terminates when the number of transferred pages reaches a threshold (1MB in our current setting). 2. Channel Quiesce. The purpose of this phase is to create a settle point with the shadow process. This includes draining all in-flight MPI messages. The runtime system also needs to stop posting new send/receive requests. We build this phase on top of the functionality for message draining provided by the CR module of Open MPI [11] . The equalization stage described in Section III is implemented in this step. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The node cloning experiments require insertion of our kernel module into the Linux kernel. This permission is not granted on large-scale supercomputers maintained by NSF or DOE. Thus, we conducted the experiments on a 108-node cluster with QDR Infiniband. Each node is equipped with two AMD Opteron 6128 processors (16 cores total) and 32GB RAM running CentOS 5.5, Linux kernel 2.6.32 and Open MPI 1.6.1. The experiments are demonstrating failure recovery rather than exploring compute capability for extreme scale due to the limitations of our hardware platform. Hence, we exploit one process per node in all experiments. Experiments were repeated five times and average values of metrics are reported.
We consider 5 MPI benchmarks: (BT, CG, FT, IS, LU) from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB). We use input class D for NPB. We present results for 4, 8, 16 and 32 processes under dual redundancy (CG, IS, LU). We use 4, 9, 16, 25 processes for BT (square numbers are required by the benchmark). FT with 4 and 8 processes could not be executed due to memory limitations. Due to lack of support from the Infiniband driver to cancel outstanding requests without invalidating the whole work queue and lack of safe reinitialization, current experiments are performed with marker messages. Every process receives a message indicating the fault injection and acts accordingly. One rank mimics the failure by performing a SIGSTOP. Then the Cloning APIs are used to start the clone procedure and the discussed steps in Section II are performed: Pre-copy, Quiesce, Clone, Resume. Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b) depict the overhead and transferred memory size, respectively. NPB are strong scaling applications and the problem size is constant in a given class. Therefore, the transferred memory size and consequently time decreases when the number of processes increases. Overhead is the time that takes to transfer the memory pages, create a fully working MPI rank on the spare node and resume the communication. This is also the vulnerability window where only one copy of the process exists (e.g., only B in Fig. 1 ).
FT has the largest process image. The size of memory for FT with 16 processes is 7GB and takes 90.48 sec to transfer, while it takes 46.75 sec with 32 processes to recover from a failure when transferring 3.52GB of memory. LU has the smallest process image among NPB, its memory size ranges from 2.64GB to 0.36GB with transfer times of 32.51 sec to 5.60 sec for 4 to 32 processes, respectively. 2 The relative standard deviation in these experiments is less 7% in all cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
We introduced DINO, a quick forward recovery method from failures in redundant computing. DINO contributes a novel live node cloning service with multicast variant of the bookmark algorithm and a corresponding Quiesce algorithm for consistency among diverging communicating tasks. With its integration into the MPI runtime system, DINO allows a redundant job to retain its redundancy level via cloning throughout job execution. Experimental results with multiple MPI benchmarks indicate low overhead for failure recovery.
